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Totaltime alloted is t hour.

Each question carries 5 marks; except euestion 6.

Question 6 carries 3 X 5 = L5 marks
o Allquestions are compulsory.
o Answers without explanations will not be evaluated.
r Explanations can be of mathematical or analytical

rype.

i Try and keep the answer book readable and compre_
hensible.

o lf you use extra sheets for expranations, attach themwith your answer booklet before sumbission.
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CATCH THE GENTME

Q1: A thin ruler stands vertically along a wirll at the edge of a horizontal
floor. The ruler starts slidirrg do'wn due to a slight disturbance. At all
moments during the slide, the ends of the ruler remain in contact with
the verticalwall and horizontal floor. What rvill be the locus of the centre
of the ruler as the ruler falls? (Mention the shape.)

Note: A locus is the path of a point traced in space.

You can also try to draw the locus, if you can not name it.

Ans.
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WHAT IS THE SI"{}GI( D(II['IG?

Q2: shown here is the force diagram (Free body diagrarn) of a smail block
of mass m. N is the normar reaction and mg is of couise gravitationar puil.
This could be the force diagrarn of :

(a)A block kept at rest or.r tlre iop of a table
(b) A block moving vertically upwards with vetocity 5mls.
(c) A block moving vertically clownwards with velocity 5m/s.
(d)A block moving horizontaly with velocity 5m/s.
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AMAZING AMCHMEDES

Q3: Two balls of the same size (one made <lf iron and the other made of
plastic) are placed inside two containers cc ntaining water and oil. Let F^
and F, be the buoyant force experienced by the two balls. which of th6
following is correct?

(a) Fo> F, (b)FA< FB /r-) tr =E\./'A 'B
(d) we need to know which ball is sumbergt:d in which liquid to conclude.
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STA!"KER BOY

Q4: A boy stands in front of a mirrored window of a shop which is 1.5nrwide' on a straight road behind him warks a girr with speed 0.5mls. Thedistance between the boy and the mirror'is one third the distance
between the boy and the straight road. For what maximum duration wirlthe boy be able to see the girl in the mirror.
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Ans.

Girl
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THE OI}NTUSED BEAM TiA!"ANCE

Q5: A vegetable seller uses a beam bararrce as shown in the figure. He
puts the weight stones in pan B and vel3etabres in pan A arways. wirl
buying vegetables f rom this ser rer cause y ou a loss or gain? Exprain your
answer.

Hints : Do you notice something wrong in ihe beam balance.
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Ans.

MEAI"ITY OM MYTH

Q6: Listed below are some common everyday statements that we hear.
ldentify which of there are true/false and justify your answer.

(a) The sun is yellow in colour and not orange or red as shown inpictures.

(b) Gravity exists every where, el'en on the moon. onry in space, gravity
does not exist.

(c) When going out in cold weather you shourd always wear warm
clothes to avoid catching a cold.

Ans.

(Contd. to next poge)
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MEAilTY OR II|IYTH
(from the previous page)

(d) We only use about 10-14% of our brain.

(e) Summer and winter happen because the orbit of the earth around
the sun is not round but elliptical which creates different distances
between the sun and the earth at differert times of the year.
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UNOERSTANONE EXP(|NENTS

Q7: Exponential Expression are considered to denote repeated multipli-
cations of the same number. For examole

at -ax(t>u or
/, tlmes

is this fact universally true for all real numbers. Why or why not?

Ans.
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PYHAMIOS PI!"[AR

QB: You have been familiar to an equilate'al triangle. Here is an equilat-
eral pyramid. The sides of the base triangle AB, BC, cA and the edges AD,
BD, CD are all equal to 1ocm. A vertical line : is dropped from D to t[e base
triangle ABC. Find the length of the line Dl).

Ans.
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WHEAE TffiEMS MUI"E

Q9: lmagine a forest with tigers as the main predator (carnivore) and
deer as the main prey (herbivore). If the entire tiger population is wipeo
out suddenly (God forbid), which of the following diagrams will best rep-
resent the population growth of deer in the subsequent years?

Ans.
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GII|BAT WARMIN&

Q10: A container with square base of side lt:ngth L = 10 cm has a cube of

ice of side length A = 4 cm placed in it. Wherrthe ice starts melting, water

starts fitling up in tl-t" container. lt is observt:d that after melting down to

a certain siie the ice cube lifts from the base of the container and starts

floating partially in it's own water. lt is giverr that the density of ice cube

is 2/5t[ ihe density of water. Find the size.f the ice cube when it looses

contact with the bottom of the vessel.

Note: Assume that the ice cube melts uniformly from all sides.

L -- -'.--
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